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There has been a lot of talk about who and what is essential these days. Sadly, what some see as essential is
anything but. I believe the local church is essential! Your MBC staff and leadership are committed to seeing
that each of our Missouri Baptist churches survives the economic challenges this pandemic has created. This
is why one of my 2021 goals is to provide our pastors and church leaders with solid help and advice in the
area of stewardship. The Stewardship Journal is one of our key resources helping us fulfill that goal.
I am especially excited with this edition that focuses upon the Pastor’s role in the stewardship process. I was
blessed to interview MBC President Jon Nelson. Pastor Nelson made history last fall, becoming the MBC's first
black President. He is an MBC church planter and pastor of Soma Community Church in Jefferson City. Jon
shares his views about his approach to stewardship. He has some great thoughts, especially on connecting
with younger generations. We hope to hear more from Pastor Jon Nelson!
Now here is a preview of what else you can expect in the pages that follow.
Mark Brooks, The Stewardship Coach, continues our theme of pastoral involvement with a post entitled
"Using The Pastoral Lane to Build a Stewardship Platform." Mark shares key advice for Senior Pastors that I
believe will greatly help our pastors.
Bonus Section. This week in the Bonus Section, we provide you with some key ideas on how to build out your
own Pastoral Lane. Using the suggestions given, any pastor can improve stewardship at his church.
"Super Bowl Sunday" is this week's offering talk, which I am sure will have the attention of your attendees.
This week's offering talk is a great example of taking a current event and using it for stewardship education.
We would love to know how you are using your offering time. Let us know what's working for you and, as
always, let us know how we can better serve you as you preach and teach stewardship.
Advancing the Gospel!

Dr. John Yeats
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Rob Phillips
Missouri Baptists are blessed with great leaders and pastors who model biblical stewardship. The Stewardship
Journal will be featuring many of these leaders in interviews and posts. In this edition of the Journal, our
Executive Director, Dr. John Yeats, interviews MBC President Jon Nelson. Pastor Nelson made history last fall,
becoming the MBC's first black President. He is an MBC church planter and pastor of Soma Community Church
in Jefferson City.
The focus of this issue is on the pastor's role in building a stewardship platform. We thought it would be good
to hear from a pastor. Who better than our Convention President? It's part of our commitment to helping you
increase stewardship at your church. I think you'll enjoy this exchange. - Rob Phillips
Dr. John Yeats: Pastor, first, congratulations on being elected to serve as MBC President.
Rev. Jon Nelson: Thank you, Dr. Yeats, I appreciate that. It is a wonderful and humbling opportunity.
Dr. Yeats: Jon, we wanted to interview you not only because of your office, but we wanted a pastoral
perspective when it comes to stewardship. So, let me ask how important is it for the Senior Pastors to be
involved in stewardship?
Jon: Extremely important. I see over and over that the direction of a church is determined by those in the
pulpit. The Senior Pastor not only must support stewardship, but he needs a heart for stewardship as well.
We must model what we preach and teach. I try to lead in cultivating that weekly at our church.
Dr. Yeats: Amen! Let's pick up on your last statement about cultivating that weekly. Can you give an
example?
Jon: Let me share a bit of my spiritual journey in stewardship that I think will illustrate what I mean. The
church that I first attended after coming to Christ never took up an offering. They had offering boxes that
you had to find in order to give. Don't get me wrong, I learned a lot at that church, just not about giving. I
was blessed soon after I was saved to find a new church home where the pastor led in stewardship. Every
Sunday, in both services, he would hold up an envelope and put his check in it, and then he would drop it in
the offering plate. He led by example, and I have tried to take that example and build upon it.
I think it begins with a view that the offering is a time of worship. At our church, we call this part of the
service "Worship through Giving." I want to communicate that giving is rooted in Scripture, but I also want to
show people what their gift does. We go out of our way to show people how their gift makes a difference.
Each week we focus on some aspect of the impact giving can have through Baptist life and programs,
pointing out that their gifts make this happen. Helping people understand the why of giving will lead to an
increase in giving. I try as Senior Pastor to lead this every week.
At Soma, we focus on 5 Ways to Give. We teach that we are to give our time, talents, and treasure to the
Lord. We also stress giving of the temple, our bodies, and living a life that reflects the Gospel well, reinforcing
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your testimony. We teach these five ways beginning with new members' classes. Stewardship education must
be a part of the discipleship process of the church.
Dr. Yeats: What do you see as one of the pastor's biggest challenges in addressing stewardship?
Jon: I think one of our greatest challenges is connecting with younger generations in a way that engages
them to become good stewards. We all know that there is a passing of the generational baton, but I fear we
have made some assumptions about the younger generations that are not helpful. People don't feel like we
truly understand them. We need to work on this. For one thing, I find most pastors assume their audience is
more biblically literate than they are. We need to assume they know nothing and start with answering the
question, "Why do we give?" It is not enough to say the Bible says to give. We must tell them why it says that.
I find this is especially important to younger generations. When they grasp the why of giving, and see what
giving can accomplish, they are all in.
Dr. Yeats: Jon, what about preaching on stewardship?
Jon: I try to preach a series on stewardship every 12 to 18 months. Again, I think we assume people know
what the Bible says about things like stewardship, when in fact they do not. Regularly preaching on
stewardship helps you disciple your congregation.
But for me, teaching on stewardship is also a weekly event when we focus on worship through giving. We
must not think that the only time we teach stewardship is in sermons. Preaching once or twice a year on
stewardship isn't enough in and of itself. Yet, I find that too many churches have shied away from any
preaching and teaching on the subject, so many churches are experiencing financial difficulties.
Dr. Yeats: Jon, thanks for sharing your thoughts with the MBC family. We are looking forward to more posts
from you in the weeks to come.
Thanks, Dr. Yeats and President Nelson! Look for future posts from Pastor Nelson in upcoming issues as we
continue to provide you with practical tools and resources to increase stewardship at your church. If you have
an article or story you would like to see here in The Stewardship Journal, let us know. - Rob Phillips
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The Stewardship Coach
Mark Brooks

Using The Pastoral Lane to Build a Stewardship Platform
In my experience, when it comes to raising Kingdom dollars,
everything rises and falls upon how engaged the Senior Pastor is. And
that is the problem. Too many pastors fail to lead in the area of
stewardship. For a church to achieve financial stability, the Senior
Pastor must be the leader on that path.
This edition of The Stewardship Coach is entitled "Using The Pastoral
Lane to Build a Stewardship Platform." I build my strategies through
what I call lanes. I gave an overview of this last week. Here is a good
summary quote from last week, "Your systems support your lanes that
your story travels upon and is communicated through."
In the next few weeks, I'll be fleshing out each of those Lanes with strategies. It is no mistake that the first Lane I
want to flesh out for us is The Pastoral Lane.
In 2012, I wrote a book entitled The Top Ten Stewardship Mistakes Churches Make. The first chapter was entitled
"The Disconnected Pastor." In the opening paragraph of that chapter, I stated that "While it might be argued
which mistakes that I write about ranks where, there is no doubt in my mind that mistake number one is the
disconnected pastor." All these years later, I have not changed my mind. Why?
Because
 The pastor sets the tone for the entire church. It's called leadership. Whatever a pastor has a heart for, or
an interest in, is what will get the most of their time. If you do not have a leader, you will not raise funds.
Plain and simple.
 Dollars follow vision, and God gives the pastor the vision for the church. Some might disagree with me, but
I firmly believe this is the biblical pattern. That does not mean the pastor is a dictator to the church. It does
not mean the vision does not need input and refinement. It simply means that successful churches are those
where the pastor has received the vision and communicated it down the line through leadership to the rest
of the church.
 The more engaged the Senior Pastor is in the stewardship process, the greater the chance of that church
raising the funds they need. I have never seen this fail. From working with a megachurch pastor to the
pastor running 100, my greatest challenge has been to get a pastor engaged in the process so that they can
lead their team to giving success.
So, why are so many pastors disconnected? Here are some of the key obstacles I face when working with pastors.

1. Lack of time. The tyranny of the urgent always means that stewardship thinking and planning gets pushed
to the back burner.
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2. Lack of expertise. Our Bible colleges and seminaries simply do not train pastors in stewardship. As a
result, they are launched into the real world insufficiently trained. Most simply don't know what to do.
3. Lack of awareness. Too many pastors simply do not have their finger on the pulse of giving at their
church.
4. Lack of interest. Let's be honest, if you don't like to do something, it is hard to make yourself do it.
Pastors, by and large, hate all things stewardship.
5. Lack of understanding. A lot of pastors hate anything related to money. Most pastors think all I want
them to talk about is money, and they will not do what they are uncomfortable with. They often shut me
out as a result. In fact, I want them to cast vision and make stewardship a part of the discipleship process.
6. Lack of action. All of the above combine into the perfect storm that results in nothing! For something as
crucial as funding the church's work, the typical pastor has no plans for stewardship development.
To combat that, I work to develop the right attitude. I state that…
The Right Attitude – My mission, to impact my world for Jesus, is given to me by God. We are changing the
world one life at a time. Since all this is true, why would a Christian NOT want to give money to support
that mission? Pastor, you are not asking for you. You're asking for support of the vision God has burned in
your heart.
Let me conclude this week's post with how I ended my chapter on The Disconnected Pastor. I wrote…
"You can't change anyone else but yourself. You can make a decision to become more connected in the
stewardship process of your church. I can assure you that the time you spend on stewardship can and will
increase the dollars your church receives. Those dollars will go to fund life-changing ministry for people in
your community and around the world! Get connected today!"
What was true in 2012 holds true in 2021! See my Bonus Section for practical ideas for your Pastoral Lane.

Mark Brooks – The Stewardship Coach
mark@acts17generosity.com

Find out how to access all of my playbooks at https://acts17generosity.com/store/.
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How to Develop a Pastoral Lane – We wanted to give you some idea starters and a great story to inspire you.
Let's start with …
Practical ideas for a Senior Pastor
 Commit 5% to 10% of your time educating yourself, building out, and working on a stewardship
plan. If that sounds daunting, start with thirty minutes a week and then build from there.
 Educate yourself! Reading this newsletter counts. Read books, articles, and blog posts on the
subject.
 Lead your staff to be giving aware. How? Make sure they read this newsletter!
 Give stewardship priority in every staff meeting. I would do the following:
o Review the results of the last offering and update them on financials.
o Review the offering talk of the last offering for updates, etc.
o Preview upcoming offering talks.
 Cultivate donors – Every church has a Churn Rate, the number who stopped giving versus the
number who started giving. You have to cultivate what you have and work to replace what you
lose by…
o Thanking existing donors. Find ways to express gratitude for existing donors.
o Encouraging 1st-time donors. A note to first-time givers will go a long way toward seeing
them become regular donors! See the story below!
 Plan, review, and plan some more!
 Make it a priority!
Pastoral Lane Tip: Write personalized thank you notes to first-time givers.
Does it work? I gave this tip to a pastor of a church running over 1,500 across three campuses. That busy pastor
gave time every week to write a short handwritten note to every first-time giver. Here is a note he sent me:
"I send a thank you card to every first time giver every week. Got this note and thought I'd share it with you."
"WOW! Everything about PCC continually blows me away and exceeds all of my expectations! I never, in a
million years, would have ever expected a handwritten, personalized thank you note from the pastor of a church
(especially one as large as PCC) for my gift. You are a class act through & through and I feel so incredibly blessed
to be a part of your church family! Thank you and may God bless you for the gifts you bestow upon our hearts &
souls every week!"
This church saw a 36% increase in giving the year this pastor started working his Pastoral Lane!
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Missions and Ministry Moment: Setting Up Your Offering
Every week we provide what are called offering talks. We have found that the easiest way to see an increase in
giving is to improve how you approach the offering time. Instead of telling people they don’t have to give, we like
to show them what giving to a church accomplishes. By showing people your mission and ministry focus, you will
create a desire in your attendees to want to give to support that life change. That’s why we call them Missions and
Ministry Moments.
You can read it exactly how we write them or use them as idea starters for how the message would fit your culture
and context. Our goal is to develop lifetime stewards, but we must get the first gift to begin them on the journey.
Here is this week’s offering talk.

Super Bowl Sunday!
Just in case you missed it, let me announce that tonight is the Super Bowl! OK, how many of you are Chiefs
fans? Let's hear it from the Buc fans! I think some of you ladies will watch because Tom Brady is playing!
How many of you don't care who wins?
Here is another question for you. How many of you are willing to admit that the only reason you watch the
Super Bowl is for the commercials? We have a few honest people here.
Did you know that the average price of a 30-second commercial tonight is $5.5 million dollars! That comes
out to $183,333.33 a second! Is it worth it? Consider that well over 100 million people will watch the Super
Bowl worldwide tonight, and you might have your answer of whether it makes sense to buy an ad or not.
Another interesting fact is that the lowest-priced ticket is now selling for thousands of dollars! All told,
Americans will spend over $1 billion dollars on some aspect of this game.
The irony is that most will forget all about the game within days or weeks of whatever happens. Do you
remember who won 10 years ago? Most of you don't. Really what difference does it make? Don't get me
wrong; I love to watch and will watch. Yet, in the scope of things, it won't make a dent in eternity.
Every week we here at NAME YOUR CHURCH work to accomplish amazing things for the Kingdom. List two
or three things such as…
•

We support mission work around the globe.

•

We help students chart a positive course for their lives.

Every time you give a gift here at NAME YOUR CHURCH, you help us win in the game that really matters!
We have multiple ways you can give here. Find the way that works best for you. I can promise you that your
gift will make a difference!

